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CHAIRPERSON’S INTRODUCTION
The past year has been marked by the lack of a working Assembly. This has cast a long shadow
over any positive housing activity by the Stormont Executive or beneficial housing legislation
taking place.
30 years after the enactment of the homeless legislation here, the current picture that emerges is
one of ever concentrated housing need. Nearly 2 out of every 3 households who presented as
homeless last year met the full duty criteria compared with an average of 50% for several years
before. And for the third year running, it is disappointing to state, yet again, that a record number
of people met the full homelessness statutory criteria. Why is this? The answer is simple. We are
not providing enough affordable homes to rent. The fear is that with the end of the welfare
mitigation in 2020, homelessness and housing stress will continue to set new peaks.
It doesn’t have to be this way. The Government needs to get the message that expecting the private
sector to be the main provider of housing to meet the needs of the poorest and most vulnerable
members of our Society is a pipe dream. More affordable housing is needed with the direct
intervention of public funds. The 1500 new social homes delivered during this year by housing
associations are welcome, but this number woefully fails to put a dent into the scale of
homelessness and housing stress. The way social housing need is determined assumes that for every
private home for sale or rent, there is a matching household who can afford the associated housing
costs. This assumption fails for those households in poverty whether they are working or not. The
calculation needs to be revised as it undercounts the real need for public and social housing.
The pilot scheme proposed by the NIHE next year, presents the hope that public housing provided
by the NIHE could return to compliment the housing association supply. Housing associations are
looking at providing private housing at an affordable rent. There are other community led and
cooperative housing solutions that remain unsupported by any public agency here. Such initiatives
could add to the supply of new homes as they have done right across the UK.
In addition, we need a portfolio of land assembled that can provide for an ongoing programme of
affordable housing and we need to consider whether the existing public land bank can help with
new housing supply.
After growing concern that the charging of upfront letting fees to prospective tenants remains a
widespread practice by letting agents across Belfast, fees which undoubtedly represent a significant
barrier to many accessing the private rented sector and to affordable housing, we joined with
Housing Rights and QUBSU to support student Paul Loughran to bring joined test cases to Belfast
County Court; the first of which ruled against Piney Rentals in December 2017, followed by a
subsequent ruling against F5, ordering the fees in question to be refunded. In both cases the Court
found that the fees charged to the Tenant were void under the provisions of the Commission on the
Disposal of Lands (Northern Ireland) Order 1986. In essence, the Court found that such charges as
‘admin/application fees’ levied by letting agents was in fact a contribution towards the costs of the
services that the agents had been commissioned by the Landlord to do, and was therefore
recoverable by the Tenant. We are pleased to see such positive rulings, but it seems clear we now
have a lot of work ahead of us if we are to see an end to these practices across the sector.
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Shelter proudly continues to campaign for decent, affordable, warm, safe and secure housing for all
and to address any Government cuts that lie ahead by finding more sustainable services and
funding sources into the future.
We have raised awareness of homelessness through our campaigning, our educational
and promotional work and through the use of social media. We also advise the public about our
services and the different projects with which we are working; SLATE which
supports younger people and GABLE which supports older and/ or disabled people.
I would like to thank the Management Committee for all their effort and their personal support.
Their commitment to Shelter NI is given wholly voluntarily and without this outstanding dedication,
the Organisation could not hope to achieve its vision.
Ray Cashell
Chair
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DIRECTOR’S COMMENTS
We have been very disappointed when, after protests about providing services for 9 years without
any cost of living increase, the NIHE imposed a further 5% top slice off the Supporting People
budget for the majority of projects. The decision was taken at the last minute and caused major
turmoil as there was no attempt to prioritise whether some projects were more crucial than others.
Non-recurrent funds came through before the year was over to match the cuts, but the dire warning
continues to be sounded for next year, despite the recognition of the value of this programme by
all political parties.
We will continue to campaign for decent, affordable, secure housing for all and navigate the
uncertain challenges around Government cuts that lie ahead and hope to find a more sustainable
future.
Across the UK the Westminster government is promoting community and self-help housing
development including cooperative and cohousing models. There is seeding funding and a range of
other funds and professional support underpinned by the public purse. The Programme for
Government from the most recent Stormont Executive gives support to the development of the
social economy. There is no reference to cooperative developments which could include housing.
We think this is a missed opportunity and we will work with the voluntary and community sector to
provide a platform for self-help and collaborative development.
Performance
Against a challenging year, the organisation has performed well.
Both SLATE and GABLE staff have demonstrated their capability to deliver high quality services
and to react to a changing environment; these projects’ achievements are highlighted further in the
report.
We would be unable to deliver the services without the support of our funders particularly the
NIHE’s Supporting People, which continues to underpin the services we offer and ultimately enables
us to support our services users. We would urge the DfC and the NIHE to identify the funds so that
full cost recovery can be restored.
I wish to thank the Management Committee for their direction, their time and commitment which
they willingly give to the Organisation. I am also grateful for their personal support.
Finally, our dedicated staff deserve to be congratulated for the professional service which they
provide; for their patience and spirited way they embrace this demanding work and for their
enthusiasm to strive for excellence.
Tony McQuillan
Director
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Key Objectives

1. Promoting Housing Solutions
We remained an active member of and contributed to the Council for the Homeless NI, the
Committee Representing Independent Supporting People Providers, Co-operative Alternatives and
Co-Housing Northern Ireland. Our projects SLATE and GABLE provide and promote multiple
temporary and permanent housing solutions and housing related services, including the Helping
Hands Service and GABLE’s Trusted Trader Scheme.

➢ Referrals
The SLATE Project has continued to offer an excellent level of support to residents and floating
support service users.
Twenty one young people were referred to the programme this financial year.
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Of the 21 young people referred, we were able to accommodate 15 service users in total over the
year in both our Accommodation and Floating Support Services. We were also successful in
supporting 8 service users to move on during the year.
Of the 6 remaining young people referred, all failed to attend the initial assessment and could not
be contacted subsequently.

➢ Move On
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The GABLE project has grown as a progressive home improvement agency, providing an allencompassing range of home maintenance and adaptation services within the local community,
including the Trusted Trader Scheme, Helping Hands, and DFG case management. Monitoring our
performance based on service user feedback is central to ongoing improvement and development.
Here are our 2017-2018 results: ➢ DFG Applicant Satisfaction Survey Results
From April 2017 – March 2018 we received responses from 102 service users.

➢ NIHE Monitored Key Performance Indicators
Referrals Received
Signed up to service
Schedules issued
Applications Comp
Approvals Received
Building Work Started
Building Work Comp

252
168
244
212
222
197
178

➢ GABLE Helping Hands Statistics
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Public Engagement
We have continued to raise Shelter NI’s profile and consolidate our reputation in local communities.
Online promotion through social media, as well as more direct forms of public engagement has
enabled us to successfully promote both Shelter NI, and homelessness issues more broadly. Whilst
it is difficult to quantify, increased public engagement generally leads to increased volunteer
engagement and more successful fundraising, as well as contributing to a more aware and engaged
public with an appetite for social change.
Staff Engagement Events
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Social Media and Promotional Activities
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2. Campaign Ready
The continued lack of a functioning Executive has stifled effective lobbying and opportunities for
meaningful engagement at policy level, making it increasingly important to collaborate and engage
with peer organisations on consultations and campaigns within local communities.
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3. Resource Sound
Our continued commitment to staff development and volunteer engagement helped our
fundraising and promotional efforts grow significantly this year, which has been especially
important as the funding environment continues to be strained.
SLATE Development
Efforts were made to consider alternative arrangements to SLATE’s current office in Market Street,
as its premises are not accessible. St Vincent De Paul have premises which Shelter NI may be able
to use. An application to the LandAid Charitable Trust was submitted and subsequently accepted,
which enabled us to avail of free professional property advice and form partnerships where possible,
as well as the opportunity to apply for funding grants. We hope to be able to create more
accommodation for young people in Omagh and facilitate a drop-in centre to offer advice and
support.
Staff Training
• Working with young people and substance misuse –by ASCERT
• Staff First Aid at Work – by Global Horizons
• Drug and Alcohol Awareness - by Tara Centre, Omagh
• An Overview of Welfare Reform & The Mitigation Package – by Advice NI
• Crowdfunding Leve1/Level 2 – by Global Giving

Fundraising
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Volunteering and Student Placements
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4. Reducing Poverty and Social Exclusion
With the ushering in of Welfare Reforms under Universal Credit, and the ongoing absence of the
Assembly, it is now more vital than ever that we implement initiatives to tackle social exclusion and
combat rising poverty levels.
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STAFF 2017-2018

•

•

•

Belfast
Tony McQuillan

Director

Donna Booker

Bookkeeping

Ânia Gonçalves

Administrator (maternity leave from June 2017)

Jennifer Hughes

Apprentice Promotion and Events (left July 2017)

Ellie Evans

Administrator (started July 2017)

Omagh
Nigel McAllister

Project Manager

Debbie McCusker

Support Worker

Joy McFarland

Support Worker (left in November 2017)

Shauna Ellison

Support Worker (maternity leave from July 2017)

William Burke

Support Worker

Louise Slavin

Support Worker

Strabane
Stella LePoidevin

Operations Manager

Noeleen Gallagher

Senior Case Worker

Lisa Wallace

Case Worker

Eileen McGuinness

Case Worker (maternity leave from October 2017)

Heather Black

Case Worker (maternity leave from August 2017)

Christine Patton

Administrator

Allan Bradley

Helping Hands Technician (left in September 2017)

Adam Foster

Helping Hands Technician (started in September 2017; left in
January 2018 )

Francis Devine

Helping Hands Technician (started in March 2018)
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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2017-2018
The Shelter NI Management Committee met ten times in the year; including three times in
subcommittee and seven full Management Committee meetings.

Ray Cashell

(Chairperson)

David McCallum

(Treasurer)

Tony McQuillan

(Company Secretary)

Michael Fenton

(Vice-Chair)

Richard Walker
Austin Herron
Hugh Cox
Catriona Holmes

(resigned 6th February 2018)

Robert Mahaffy
Sarah Laverty

(resigned 22nd January 2018)

Jude Whyte
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2017-2018
Treasurer’s Report 2017-2018
The financial statements year ended 31 March 2018 are prepared under FRS102 – the Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland. During the reporting period I am
pleased to report that Shelter continues to remain in a healthy financial position. The year ended
with less than a £1k deficit. Overall the net effect on the balance sheet was that the reserves
dropped by the same amount. We still maintained sufficient reserves to cover any unexpected
liabilities.
This year, we managed to almost double the amount of money raised through donations and
fundraising which is an outstanding achievement, considering the current financial uncertainty
there is globally.
Income in the period has seen a slight increase overall which is welcomed, going forward with
increasing pressures on departmental budgets we need to continue to seek funding from other
sources. This will become increasingly more challenging in the current economic climate
Costs for the year have overall remained fairly static with reductions in some administration
functions being noted.
It is encouraging to see increased income from the Helping Hands scheme and rental income.
Increases no matter how small will be always put to good use improving the services Shelter NI
provides.
Thanks to all the staff for all their hard work during the year and contribution in preparing the
financial statements for the year.
David McCallum
Treasurer
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OUR FINANCES
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